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Overall, the January 2020 gallery scene on the East End is already a vibrant one. Multiple
interesting shows are already on view with more opening next weekend and beyond. This weekend,
Sara Nightingale Gallery opens a trio of solo shows at her Sag Harbor gallery. The Opening
Reception takes place on Saturday, January 11, 2020, from 5 to 7 p.m.
While there’s no reception or closing event, this weekend is the ﬁnal weekend to see the solo show
“meteors in metamorphosis” by Hamptons artist Saskia Friedrich at Halsey Mckay Gallery in East
Hampton, NY. Tucked in the second ﬂoor gallery, the artist also installed an outdoor sculpture that
visually converses with its surroundings in a wooded area not far from the gallery.
Read on to discover what’s happening in the galleries of The Hamptons and the East End through
January 12, 2020.

OPENING
SARA NIGHTINGALE GALLERY – An Opening Reception for three solo shows takes place
on Saturday, January 11, 2020, from 5 to 7 p.m. Opening are “Stephanie Brody-Lederman:
The Urge to Tell the Truth,” “Carl Scorza: Cocktail Hour” and “Christa Maiwald: Famous Cakes.” The
exhibitions continue on view through February 12, 2020. Sara Nightingale Gallery is located at 26
Main Street, Sag Harbor, NY 11963. www.saranightingale.com.
.

“Garden Party” by Stephanie Brody-Lederman. Oil on canvas, 48 x 60 inches.
Courtesy Sara Nightingale Gallery.
.

CLOSING
HALSEY MCKAY GALLERY – Saskia Friedrich: “meteors in metamorphosis” and “Graham
Collins: 2068” will both close on Saturday, January 11, 2020. The Brooklyn-based, Graham
Collins’s exhibition is on the ﬁrst ﬂoor gallery with Saskia Friedrich’s art show occupying the second
ﬂoor exhibition space. The exhibition is her ﬁrst solo show with Halsey Mckay. In conjunction with

art on view in the gallery, she exhibited the outdoor sculpture Us at a wooded location a short drive
from the gallery. Inquire directly with the gallery for information and to see the work.
Click here for details and exhibition images for “2068” and here for details and exhibition images
on “meteors in metamorphosis.” Halsey Mckay Gallery is open Friday through Saturday from 11
a.m. to 6 p.m. and are located at 79 Newtown Lane, East Hampton, NY 11937.
.

Installation view of Saskia Friedrich solo show “meteors in metamorphosis” at
Halsey Mckay Gallery. From left are you the me, me the you’, ‘metamorph trace’,
‘been in being’ Courtesy of the artist.
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